Non-aligned nations condemn peace treaty

HAVANA (AP) - The summit conference of non-aligned nations ended yesterday with a resolution 'energetically condemning' the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty and the Camp David talks that led to it.

The peace treaty condemnation, part of an overall final declaration, capped six hours of debate on one of the most divisive issues at the Havana conference. The declaration is to serve as a guideline for the movement over the next three years until the next summit, scheduled for 1982 in Baghdad.

For six days, one more than was scheduled, delegates struggled to determine whether the movement should continue non-aligned or take the anti-imperialist tack proposed by Cuban President Fidel Castro.

In a closing speech, Castro, the conference host, said his stewardship of the movement over the next three years is 'not to benefit Cuba.' He warned his country was the target of a wide-ranged attack on U.S. foreign policy, but also preserved the movement's independent character.

The hard-line Arab bloc, which earlier had proposed suspension of Egypt from the non-aligned movement, settled for the resolution condemning the peace treaty after it ran into solid opposition from the numerically powerful African bloc. But the delegates agreed to assign a committee to review Egypt's peace initiative and decide whether the President Anwar Sadat's government should be suspended.

According to conference sources, there was acrimonious debate between the Arabs and a group of 15 largely pro-Western African states led by Liberia and Senegal. The Africans argued that a member nation should not be suspended for voting peace, while underlying the dispute was growing resentment from the poorer Arab-led oil producers' cartel.

Underlying the dispute was the oil price increase from $2.90 to $3.35 an oil-rich state of an undisclosed sum of money to offset oil price hikes.
SALT gains conditional support

by Neal Patterson
Staff Reporter

The trend for seniors who have recently been graduated to begin careers instead of furthering their education continues, but has not increased, according to a report on the 1979 Notre Dame graduates conducted by the Analytical Studies Department.

The survey, which was undertaken for the annual report on career information, includes responses from 94 percent of last year's graduates.

Of those who responded, 43 percent had already begun or were planning to begin career, while a slightly smaller number elected to continue their education. The remaining respondents indicated that they would begin temporary careers in the military or the Peace Corps, or that they were undecided about their future plans. These figures are almost identical to those for 1978.

According to Richard Wroblewski, director of the Placement Bureau, the state of the economy has a great effect on whether someone will immediately choose a career or attend graduate school, and the job market has been good during recent years. And while job opportunities generally are more readily available for graduates with degrees in engineering or business, an increased number of graduates with degrees in arts and letters or science are also choosing to begin careers right after graduation.

Wroblewski also said that many graduates desire work for a year or two and then attend graduate school.

"This has advantages for both the student and the school," Wroblewski added.

The student has a chance to become more mature and gain some actual work experience which is often very valuable in graduate school. And the school benefits by having more knowledgeable and mature students who can bring realistic work experience into the classroom.

"Because of these benefits, many graduate schools present--by advanced work experience before matriculation, and industry has been very cooperative in this respect by providing numerous opportunities for employees to continue their education."

Since the conditions responsible for the trend still exist and this year's job market looks promising, Wroblewski concludes that the present tendency toward careers should continue, at least in the near future.

Trend stabilizes
Grads prefer to begin careers

Users get new high from legal 'Zoom'

Beverly Hills, Calif. (AP) - A stimulant called 'Zoom' is causing a sensation on the drug scene, where users say they are finding a new "high" from the pill and its unusual selling point: "a quick onset effect of a normal organic stimulant and appetite depressant." Although Zoom's main ingredient, the Brazilian herb guarana, is legal, the Food and Drug Administration says it has launched an investigation of this new "upper." Users have compared Zoom's kick to that of cocaine, even though initial FDA tests show its chief active ingredient is caffeine: the same amount as in a few cups of coffee.

Irish security prepares for John Paul II

DUBLIN, IRELAND (AP) - A police spokesman said yesterday that Irish security officials are considering the possibility of an attack on Pope John Paul II by Protestant extremists when he visits Ireland Sept. 29-Oct. 1. But he declined to comment on a report in a London Sunday newspaper that Protestant "bombers" from the British province of Northern Ireland have plans to kill the Roman Catholic pontiff.

"Everything is a possibility and the precautions that will be taken during the visit will incorporate every possible eventuality," the spokesman for the Irish police force said. "But we cannot answer questions on particular stories like this. We don't pay any attention to these sort of things." London's Sunday Mirror, in a front-page story, quoted an unidentified Northern Ireland "intelligence chief" as saying that two groups have good reports that the Pope on the No. 1 target" of the Protestant paramilitary groups plotting reprisals for the Aug. 27 bombing death of Lord Longford and 18 British soldiers.

The main Catholic Irish police force has claimed responsibility for blowing up Mountbatten's yachts in Ireland's Donegal Bay and for triggering two bombs that killed the soldiers several hours later near Mountbatten's residence near Irish Northern Ireland near a Irish border.

A spokesman for the Ulster Defense Association called the newspaper report "totally ridiculous," according to Britain's Press Association.

Weather

Sunny today. High near 80. Fair tonight. Low in the upper 50s. Partly sunny tomorrow. High in the low 80s.

1979 YEARBOOKS
will be distributed to last year's overseas students.

Tues. Sept. 11 and Thurs. Sept. 13 from 2:30 - 4:30 in the Student Activities Office

7500 - 7535 DIA-0-B-U-D

JOIN HELP! HAVE FUN!

OBUO: THE STUDENT SERVICE ORGANIZATION, WILL BE AT
ACTIVITIES NIGHT ON MONDAY
ALSO
OBUO phone service is back!

The Observer is a member of the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities. No reproduction is permitted without written permission from the Observer or Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.
CLC meets tonight to select chairman

by Andy Segovia

Tonight’s meeting of the Campus Life Council will address a number of important issues according to Student Body President Bill Roche. Among the first orders of business will be the election of a new chairman and parliamentarian. For the past two years the Student Body President has been elected chairman. Roche emphasized that the CLC is not bound to follow this procedure.

The meeting will also consider changes in its constitution. “These changes will pertain to the addition of a judicial co-ordinator and an off campus commissioner,” Roche explained.

“Revisions must be made in quorum specifications and other procedures affected by these additions.” Roche also said that the constitution will be changed to allow the attendance of the Vice President of Student Affairs and the Dean of Students at every CLC meeting.

According to Roche, university officials were able to attend only a third of the CLC meetings. Another highlight of tonight’s meeting will be the presentation of a new keg directive proposal. Under the proposed plan, no kegs would be allowed on campus in party rooms according to certain guidelines, Roche explained.

“Students feel strongly about this issue,” Roche noted, “a number of students, recots, and other officials worked with the student government in drafting the proposal.”

The new guideline calls for kegs to be allowed only in specified areas and would be restricted to tapping kegs near the end of a party, and a limitation on the maximum number of kegs allowed.

“The limitation guideline would give the halls discretion in setting the specific number of kegs allowed,” said Roche. The proposal is endorsed by the Board of Commissioners and the Hall Presidents Council. “We are hoping the proposal will pass the CLC and be approved by the University,” Roche stated.

In addition to the keg proposal, new party room guidelines will be discussed.

“Presently the party rooms may only be used on weekends. The new guidelines would give the halls a greater option in use of the party rooms,” Roche explained.

Also during the meeting a draft proposal concerning CLC input in Dollars and changes will be distributed. “We will distribute the proposal so that members of the Council may evaluate it for consideration at our following meeting,” he said.

Presently the Administration makes the CLC, Dollars changes are made concerning rules and regulations. The new proposals will call for CLC input into changes made to full residence regulations and university policies.

“The CLC is currently at a crossroads,” Roche commented. “Many students lack confidence in the CLC yet we hope to make it a useful and potent campus organization.”

Roche commented on the goals and role of the student government. “I feel the role of the student president and vice-president is to communicate the interests of the students to the administration as effectively as possible.”

According to Roche, the board of commissioners will play a key role in the student government. He said, “We are striving to make the Board of Commissioners an effective center of student government.”

Roche pointed out that student input has already reached a landmark in student involvement in hiring of the new Security Director. This is the first time students were able to participate in such a process. Roche concluded by saying, “Of course the student government will continue to strive for improvements of the physical facilities and quality of life for students.

Closes tomorrow SMC Student Assembly accepts nominations

by Ellen Mullaney

Nominations for Saint Mary’s Student Assembly are presently open and will close at midnight tonight according to Mary Mullaney, election commissioner.

“Platforms should be one typed page in triPLICATE,” Mullaney said, “and should contain basic background information.” All platforms are to be turned in to Mullaney at Room 420, Lemans Hall.

Campaigning runs from Sept. 12 to Sept. 16 and elections will be held on Monday, September 17.

The purpose of Student Assembly, according to the constitution, is to be an effective center of student government. “I feel the role of student assembly is to be an effective voice of the students,” Mullaney commented.

One representative is elected for every 100 students per hall and off-campus. Presently, there are sixteen openings available for on-campus representatives and one opening for off-campus.

LeMans, Holy Cross and Regina all have four openings, while McCandless has three and Augusta has one.

“One of student assembly’s main goals this year is to revise the Student Government Manual,” Mullaney said. Another duty of the Student Assembly is to allocate funds to all clubs and organizations.

For more information, call Mary Mullaney at 4599.
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JUST FOR THE RECORD

In the 100 Center offers 10% off on everything with ID & coupon

RECORDS, TAPES, PARAPHERNALIA

THE STATION THAT ROCKS YOU FROM THE TOWER

SEX AT NOTRE DAME

A live show, where you can call in.

Tonight at 11, featuring
derm of the OJ.

Back for one show, only on WSN - AM 64 on 9/14/79

ANNOUNCES

The Neighborhood Study Help Program, a campus volunteer service, will be recruiting volunteers today through Thursday during the dinner hours in the dining halls. The NSHP allows students from the Saint Mary’s and ND campuses to tutor children from the South Bend Area schools on a one-to-one basis. Transportation is provided.

Students unable to volunteer at the scheduled times may do so by calling Marty Murphy at 8933, Sue Claus at 4515 (SMC), or Marty Murphy at 4577 (ND).

For more information, call the Neighborhood Study Help Program at 8933.
Get Involved--Tonight!

There is more to a college education than you can learn from books. Notre Dame's variety of extra-curricular activities offers you the chance to prove this cliche for yourself. It is a chance you should not ignore.

Tonight more than eighty campus clubs and organizations will be represented at Activities Night in Stepan Center. These extra-curriculars, while not requirements for graduation, form a valuable part of the Notre Dame experience. Among the groups represented tonight will be Student Union, student government, The Observer and other campus newspapers, media, athletic and academic clubs, and a number of volunteer service organizations. Involvement in any of these activities can provide work experience in various fields, and allows students to express talents that can not be expressed in a classroom.

Membership in an extra-curricular activity is a way of meeting different people from the ND/SMC community. It is a cure for the "lost in the crowd" feeling experienced by so many freshmen during their first few months at Notre Dame. It allows upperclassmen to make new acquaintances and to increase their circle of friends.

Perhaps most importantly, involvement in a campus organization provides an escape from the study all week/party all weekend rut that so many students fall into. Clubs and organizations are a productive use of time that might otherwise be wasted. They are a reason and not an excuse to take a needed break from studies.

In four years you will invest between twenty and thirty thousand dollars in your education. The Observer advises you to make the most of this investment. Find out what Notre Dame has to offer you besides classes and happy hours. Do yourself a favor: drop by Stepan Center tonight between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. Get involved.

Hunger Coalition seeks fasters

Once again the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's World Hunger Coalition is asking students to participate in the fasting program. First semester last year 500 people signed up for the fast, a number that unfortunately dropped to half by second semester. In order to encourage more students to become involved in the fasting program, the Hunger Coalition has moved the fast from the Wednesday evening meal to Wednesday lunch.

For each student who pledges to fast, the Dining Hall Administration gives the Hunger Coalition 75 cents for each Wednesday lunch meal that the student misses. However, if a student breaks his or her pledge by eating a Wednesday lunch, the Hunger Coalition receives no more money for that student for the remainder of the semester.

The Hunger Coalition donates all money from the fast, without deductions for administrative expenses, to relief organizations overseas, as well as agencies dealing with hunger in the South Bend area. These organizations have been well researched and have been found to use donated money efficiently and effectively. In examining these relief agencies, the Coalition's Research Committee not only gathers information from the agencies themselves, but also seeks advice from other sources, including individuals who have been in the Third World and have witnessed the operation of relief organizations.

The fast is not only a means of raising funds but also a way of increasing student awareness of world hunger. When the fasters feel hungry on Wednesday afternoons, they will realize that the hunger is the result of giving up a meal for the sake of the deprived. This week-by-week realization should promote a more lasting consciousness for the impoverished.

The Hunger Coalition wants to stress, however, that the purpose of the fast is not to find out how a starving person feels.

Besides its fund-raising and awareness-building purposes, the fast further serves the end of informing students that they can still be well off while consuming less.

The fast runs September 26 through December 12. Sign-ups are in all the dorms on Wednesday and Thursday of this week from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m., and a representative of the Hunger Coalition will be there to help answer any questions or give additional information.

Off-campus students with meal plans involving lunch can also pledge, and they are asked to stop in any dorm lobby to do so. I thank you for your concern and cooperation.

Mary Ann Harris

P.O. Box O

Just as good to receive...

We have all been sold that it is better to give than to receive. There are times, however, when we may find that there is a good side to receiving, in the same spirit of charity as the saying. This past Labor Day Weekend, the members of the Arnold Air Society were given the chance to experience that good side.

The Arnold Air Society is a social service organization affiliated with the Air Force ROTC program. The squadron of Arnold Air here at Notre Dame is the Benjamin D. Foulk, Squadron, of which I am a member. We committed ourselves to taking up a campus-wide collection for the Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy Telethon. This seemed a good idea, but there was some hesitation over having to go door-to-door asking for money.

I was assigned to collect from Morrissey, which has never looked quite so huge to me as it did Sunday evening. I think that those who collected from other dorms felt the same way I did. It is a credit to the students of Notre Dame that such concern and hesititation were ill-founded. Most students gave willingly of what money they had left after buying books and supplies. Some gave more than was expected.

This generosity enabled us to contribute more than $900.00 to the telethon in the name of our squadron and in the name of the University. It also made collecting more pleasant than anticipated. We appreciate this generosity not only because of the amount collected, but because it helped us discover that sometimes it is just as good to receive as it is to give.

Charles A. Wood

Editorials
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Activities Night Guide

Judo Club

"The Notre Dame Judo Club is moving ahead this year and expanding its course offerings to better meet the needs and wants of the Notre Dame community," Head Coach, Helm stated. The second level, the core of the Judo Club's program, will be an introduction to all aspects of judo. The student will be introduced to judo throws and mat techniques; some of the background and philosophy of judo; and will be involved in some judo Club activities, including hosting several judo tournaments and operating a concession stand at one of the home football games.

The third level is for the avid judo competitor. Emphasis will be on conditioning and tournament techniques. Beginners are welcome.

Ski Team

The Notre Dame Ski Team is a sport open to all Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. They race primarily in Northern Michigan against teams from Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio in the Midwest Collegiate Ski Association (MCSA), of which we are the 1978 defending champions. The season begins with time trials at a local ski area (near Kalamazoo) the first Wednesday night of the second semester. The regular season begins the following weekend and ends with a weekend race over February.

Right to Life

Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Right to Life is interested in the protection of the lives of the unborn. This student group works in areas of education, politics, publicity, and legistics. In an effort to allow men at Notre Dame the chance to play, the club has a sixth degree black-belt instructor.

AFROTDC

While the AFROTDC is observed as a formal military organization, much of the information that occurs is an informal basis. Still interesting, however, is the training of the individual, the corps prepares the cadets for a productive life in the US Air Force. The corps holds own athletic activities, social dinners and balls. They also work in close to Life with the Arnold Air Force and Angel Flight.

College Republicans

The Notre Dame College Republicans are a group of students who identify with the Republican Party and seek constructive involvement in the political process. Their activities involve stimulating interest and encourage participation in the numerous campaign events at all levels of government. They also invite speakers, publish a monthly newsletter, hold issue debates and training seminars in grassroots organization. They balance their year round schedule with concerts, service programs and social gatherings.

Lacrosse Club

The Notre Dame LaCrosse Club is the LaCrosse team that represents the University in Midwest LaCrosse competition. The team is a member of the Midwest LaCrosse Club Association and its schedule includes teams from Michigan, Michigan State, Purdue, Chicago, Bowling Green and Ohio State. The team plays both club and varsity teams. The club has an A and B team, each having their own schedules of 14 and 7 games. While many of the players have had experience playing LaCrosse in high school, the majority of the team members learned to play at Notre Dame. The club, the team is always looking for new members and hosts a clinic each fall to instruct interested students on the basics of the game.

ACSEC

The Students Chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers provides opportunities for interactions with professors, fellow students, and professionals and engineers. The students have brought in from all over the world and makes ACSEC members must for the serious professional engineers. The club organizes career planning nights to introduce students to various career paths and 7.6% of the company's annual budget plus a healthy dab of partying.

Marketing Club

The Notre Dame Marketing Club is an organization designed to help interested faculty, students, and business persons in areas of communication, marketing, and management.

Men's Volleyball

Men's Volleyball Club is a new organization which will allow for a regular schedule Through their clubs in the South Bend area. Tournaments are held on weekends and end of the season wishing direction. There are other team entrance fees to participate in the tournaments. In addition, court time will be scheduled for practice in the Rec Center and the Angel Foundation. The organization is an attempt to allow men at Notre Dame the chance to play this sport and will hopefully develop into a growing sport at ND through the near future.

Karate Club

The N.D. Karate Club is a student run organization with the purpose of teaching practical self-defense techniques along with martial arts training for beginners to advanced students. The club has a sixth degree black-belt instructor as well as several student black-belt instructors.

The major emphasis of the training is geared towards those who have had little or no self-defense training. However, for the more advanced student there is an intercollegiate fighting team available. Interested students should visit the club's booth at Activities Night.

Angel Flight

Angel Flight is a campus community service organization sponsored by the Air Force ROTC, but not exclusively composed of cadets. Angel Flight in co-ed and works with the Corvilla Home for the Retarded and for various South Bend Community Service organizations, such as: Drive for Muscular Dystrophy, American Heart Society, American Heart Foundation and others. Social functions are included in the Angel Flight program, radio transmissions, student dinner to pre-game smokes to fly to and National Conclave.

Amateur Radio Club

The Notre Dame Amateur Radio Club is an organization of students interested in amateur "Ham" radio communications. As a national AIEEE student club, the club operates an amateur radio station for the use of its members. Licensing classes and transmitting equipment are available to its members, as well as an opportunity to make friends with people from all over the United States. The club's activities are radio communication, contesting, radio and electronics projects, and licensing classes.

Anyone interested in radio or electronics may join, and the club offers a program which orients itself to all levels of interest, including the beginner.

(continued on page 7)
Each group named has a table at Activities Night. Each group is asked to begin setting up at 5:30 p.m. this afternoon at Stepan Center. Please do not leave any booth unmanned during the course of the evening.

In order to find each organization, everyone is asked to bring this diagram along to Stepan Center tonight.

Everyone is urged to attend Activities Night, which will run from 7 p.m.-midnight. Activities Night in Stepan Center is sponsored by the freshman orientation committee.

1. Sr. Maria’s
2. American Cancer Society
3. Upward Bound
4. Council for the Retarded
5. CILA
6. Volunteer Action Center
7. Volunteers for St. Mary’s Convent
8. Head Start
9. Rights in Life
10. World Hunger Coalition
11. InFIRC
12. Morning Side Nursing
13. United Comm. Acting Now
14. Red Cross
15. Manasa Volunteers
16. Big Brother/Sister
17. Children’s Dispensary
18. N. Indiana State Hospital & Devel. Disabilities Center
19. NSHP
20. Rose & Escher Club
21. LAPEL
22. AVIDD
23. Gamer’s Anonymous
24. CANCO
25. PTA
26. Bailly Downwind Alliance
27. N.D. Historical Society
28. Japan Club
29. ND Texas Club
30. N.D. Student Club of Long Island
31. Washington D.C. Club
32. People of Praise
33. St. Francis Shop
34. Lutheran Campus Ministry
35. Campus Crusade for Christ
36. Amnesty International
37. AIRESIC
38. Pre-Law Society
39. Girl Scouts
40. Management Club
41. Marketing Club
42. Finance Club
43. Math Club
44. Knights of Columbus
45. Alpha Phi Omega
46. Celtic Society
47. Arts & Letters Student Advisory Council
48. Science Quarterly
49. Tech Review
50. Scholastic
51. Dome
52. Omohundro
53. Student Union
54. An Tostal
55. Student Government
56. Student Government
57. Observer
58. ASME
59. American Chemical Society
60. International Leadership Institute
61. Men’s Volleyball Team
62. Waterpolo Club
63. Wrestling Club
64. Judo Club
65. Taekwondo Club
66. Lacrosse Club
67. R.D. Bicycle Club
68. Union of ND Gymnasts
69. ND-SMC Racquetball Club
70. Bengal Boat Boxing Club
71. Pep Rally Club
72. Student Managers
73. ND Sky Diving Club
74. Ski Team
75. Angel Flight
76. Celtic Society
77. Debate Council
78. ND Photography Club
79. ND-SMC Young Democrats
80. College Republicans
82. ND String Collecting Club
83. Hamilton/Palmer Fan Club
84. Arts & Letters Engineers
85. ND-SMC Collegiate Choir
86. Jungian Archetypal Society
Logan Center

The Council for the Re­
tarded (Logan) is now cele­
bating its 30th an­ni­versary, working with the mentally handicapped children and adults of the South Bend con­

Area. Members of the council help the kids enjoy and develop skills in activities such as swimming, arts and crafts, basketball, music and soft­

ball. The council’s goals are to increase public awareness and understanding of how to deal with mentally handicapped people and to provide programs and services to people in the South Bend area. They offer Saturday activities and free work­

shops. All are welcome.

Historical Society

The Notre Dame Histo­

rical Society is a group of students and faculty who are interested in history. The pur­

pose of the society is to pro­

mote a sense of solidarity be­

tween past and present and to foster an interest in the study of the past.

Leadership Institute

The International Student 

Leadership Institute is de­

signed to develop an un­

derstanding of basic leadership concepts and to provide opportuni­

ties for contact through carefully structured experiences.

Young Democrats

The ND-SMC Young 

Democrats were organized to pursue the goals of the Democratic party, to assist in campaign efforts for Democ­

ratic candidates, to bring politi­

cally oriented speakers into the community and to aid the Notre Dame community in the fulfillment of its responsibilities to the country.

AIChE

The Student Chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) is a professional organization which seeks to promote the professional growth of its members and to complement the student’s academic education with opportunities for contact with industry and fellow AIChE members. AIChE activities include presentations by local and national speakers on industrial and academic topics.

CILA

The Community for the 

International Law Apostolate (CILA) offers its members a combination of South Bend community service work, education and justice. The CILA is a chapter of the Third World concerns, and a challenge of the continental Christian growth.

Business Students

The Notre Dame league of business students is an organization that attempts to prepare today’s black students for their future entrance to the world of business and to keep them informed of its current developments.

The group will meet at the Social Center, Student Union.

Alumni

AVIDD is a sincere effort to offer helpful assistance to the Indian students at the Northern Indiana State Hospital staff in their ther­

apeutic program. They are de­

veloped among mentally handicapped children, who are unsteady. The group members volunteer at hours that are convenient for them. The volunteers act as a support. College students are trained to serve as facil­

itators of small groups con­

ducted mainly of high school students.

Women’s Track

The Notre Dame Women’s 

Track/Cross Country team is an open, service-oriented organization. They participate in inter­

collegiate meets on a weekly basis. They also run charity marathons to raise money for various charities. They are supported by the Student Union.

Dome

The University of Notre 

Dame offers a variety of ac­tivi­
ties and events for its students. It is intended to provide students with a con­
venient area for study, an informal meeting place for cultural exchange and a gathering place for relax­

ation and good company.
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The University of Notre 

Dame offers a variety of ac­tivi­
ties and events for its students. It is intended to provide students with a con­
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ation and good company.
Pre-Law Society

The Notre Dame Pre-Law Society is an active campus organization that affords members the opportunity to become better acquainted with legal professions. Guest speakers, newsletters and various activities allow students to examine career goals while also aiding the individual in the selection of appropriate law schools or areas of study.

Membership is open to all Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students. Members may sign up at the first organizational meeting as early as Sunday night, or anytime during the school year.

PSA

Pi Sigma Alpha (PSA) is a national political science honor society. The Notre Dame chapter is a small organization devoted to investigating social issues and sponsoring activities that are of interest to all government majors.

PSA offers many benefits to its members: formal and academic activities, ranging from career nights to lectures, and more informal social activities, including get-togethers at professional homes, pizza and beer dinners at local restaurants and a hot dog stand during football weekends.

Participation in the national organization requires the enforcement of scholastic membership criteria and collection of an initiation fee.

Tech Review

The Tech Review is the magazine serving engineering students at Notre Dame. Students from all colleges are invited to assist in its publication. The magazine contains both tech and non-tech articles concerning engineering devices at Notre Dame and in industry.

Celtic Society

The Notre Dame/St. Mary’s Celtic Society is an organization whose members are interested in the music, culture, and people of Ireland. Through films, speakers, and Irish performers at our meetings and parties we develop this interest and have a good time. One does not have to be Irish to join.

Minnesota Club

The Minnesota Club of Notre Dame is comprised of all the Minnesota and St. Paul and Saint Mary’s students from Minnesota. The club provides social and service functions. Social functions throughout the year include tailgaters at home football games, parties, skat ing parties, barbecues, and tailgating during the summer at the Minnesota Kicks soccer games.

The club also provides a directory to all club members of all club members and of those with cars. This facilitates members in finding rides home for breaks. The club provides a baggage truck service in the fall and spring to transport members’ gear back and forth to school. There is no membership fee.

Rugby

Notre Dame Rugby was established in the fall of 1961. Past club president Mike Roohan states that “what began” as a bunch of inexperienced rookies has evolved into a group of precision rugby players who play only the toughest teams and participate in the most competitive tournaments.

This year the club will face teams in the Midwest Rugby Union. No experience is necessary to become a member. Practices are held at 4:15 every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday behind Stepan Center.

Management Club

The Notre Dame Management Club serves two functions. Primarily, the club is a vehicle by which business majors meet and interact with the business faculty outside of the classroom. This is accomplished by keggers, smokers, and picnics. Secondly, the club offers students the change to interact with prominent businessmen by way of field trips and guest speakers.

The club is open to all business majors and those interested in management.

Tutoring

Sisters Marita and Evodine have begun a humanitarians crusade to correct the problems of the under privileged child by helping them "catch-up" to their peers with respect to education. The children have failed in the public school system and need some type of extra help. An important part of this process is a personal contact with someone who will offer special help, guidance, and most of all, support. Volunteers will be asked to help and escort the child in reading, math, and vocabulary skills.

Various class trips will be planned to places of interest such as an airport or museum.

There will also be a chance to become better acquainted with all the children at special events such as Christmas parties or participating in buying groceries at the "make-believe" store.

Gymnastics Club

The purpose of the Gymnastics Club is to give interested male and female students an opportunity to develop their gymnastics skills. Training starts at the beginning of the year. As a new, young team, we competed for the first time two years ago. All students who enjoy the sport of gymnastics are invited to join.

Circle K

Circle K is a community service organization that is directly affiliated with Kiwanis International. The Notre Dame club is a growing club of individuals who whole heartedly believe in constructive fun. Last year’s activities ranged from swim shies to conventions and taking underprivileged kids to the dunes to visiting other colleges around the state to discuss today’s problems.
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The Observer needs YOU!

Come to booth 57 tonight.

We need business, production, and layout staff as well as news, feature, sports writers.

Check us out!!
"Second City" returns

Molly Wolufe

Mary Ellen Connelly, St. Mary's Commissioner for Student Social Activities, will be performing again at Center City on Sept. 26. For a lot of smilies, and a little more insight, don't miss it.

"Second City" performed this past weekend in O'Laughlin Auditorium at Saint Mary's. [Photo by Dave Dambach]

Spyro Gyra: good jazz by Mick Russo

What would you call a band that plays music that is heard on progressive rock stations, adult contemporary stations, soul/ R&B stations, and public radio's JAZZ FORUM? What do you call a band that puts out a jaz-rock album that goes gold (a rarity)? Incredible? No, call it Spyro Gyra.

It's hard to believe that a mere year and a half ago this band was ready to throw in the towel. Playing the Buffalo Bar circuit, things just weren't happening. But time and a newly formed record company called Infinity that was interested in struggling new acts changed all that. All the band needed was to be heard, something that can be better promotion than all the hype in the world.

The amazing thing about this album is that only one member of the band appears on all the tracks; sax player and co-producer Jay Beckenstein. The band, much like the music, pulls in influences from all areas of modern jazz. The line-up is a long while, but perfectionist Beckenstein brings in whoever was needed to give the pieces the exact feeling and trancetion he envisioned. The most notable talent transfusions on the album are the Brecker Brothers, whose influence is especially felt on "Jubilee."

The first side is a killer, leading off with hit bound "Morning Dance," winding its way through some of the tastiest jazz-rock around. Especially notable is the upbeat "Starburst" written by co-founder Jeremy Wall and featuring a slick tenor sax solo by Michael Brecker. In the end it is Beckenstein's sax work that acts as a cohesive and recognizable element in all of the works. Beckenstein, who claims to have gone "from medico musician to really good musician just out of sheer experience" shows he can handle it all now, from "Rasul's" yellow tenor sax rambling to "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto lines. Spyro Gyra is not commercial, nor is it a formula. It is damn good stuff that crosses many audience lines to form a wide appeal. Even "Heliopolis" has a sleek tenor sax solo by "Heliopolis's" heavy duty alto l

Spyro Gyra, "Morning Dance," is a must for the diehard jazz enthusiast, the fledge-
Molarity

by Michael Molinelli

I'M DEPRESSED... ALL I WANT IS FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL I'VE EVER SEEN TO WALK BEHIND INTO MY LIFE.

THERE IS A BENEVOLENT GOD

IS THIS SEAT TAKEN?

(continued from page 1)

Hesburgh went on to say that there are roughly one billion hungry people in the world as present and it is important to come to the realization that this situation need not occur. "If present trends continue," an estimated 12 to 15 million children will die unnecessarily of starvation, malnutrition, and disease between now and the year 2000," said Hesburgh. "The worst effects of world hunger can be eliminated with existing technology by the year 2000." Hesburgh suggested.

...Hunger
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PLACEMENT BUREAU
Main Building

Attention: Graduating Students

This means you may fill out your application forms and set up your own interviews at your convenience. The following will have been scheduled:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLLEGE/DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Science</td>
<td>7:00 a.m., Tues., Sept. 11</td>
<td>4:00 p.m., Tues., Sept. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance Management</td>
<td>7:00 p.m., Tues., Sept. 11</td>
<td>4:00 p.m., Tues., Sept. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>7:00 p.m., Tues., Sept. 11</td>
<td>4:00 p.m., Tues., Sept. 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following dates have been announced:

- Sept. 9, Monday, Dinner (all men interested in football)
- Sept. 26, Monday, Dinner (all men interested in football)

These dates will be kept secret until your application form has been received.

N.D. Ski Team: skiers unite! ND/SMC Ski Team:

(see us:) Activities Nite Sept. 26
Little Theatre LaFortune 7:00 pm

Wrestling team holds meeting

There will be a meeting for all men interested in joining the Notre Dame wrestling team Wednesday at 4 p.m. in room C-14 of the A.C.C. Details of the wrestling program and the schedule for the upcoming year will be discussed. Enter Gate 2.

Indoor, outdoor tracksters meet

All students interested in participating on this year's Notre Dame track team are required to attend a meeting tomorrow (Tuesday), at 4 p.m. at the Activity and Convocation Center auditorium.

THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

Join the OLDEST and LARGEST College Council in America
Notre Dame Council 1477
Visit our booth tonight during Activities Night
**Baseball**

**AMERICAN LEAGUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **St. Louis** on Goal- Notre Dame 25, Cincinnati 9.
- **Montreal**
  - Cincinnati 81 63 .563
  - Houston 81 62 .566
  - San Francisco 63 81 .438 18%
  - Los Angeles 68 75 .476 13

---

**Football**

**AMERICAN CONFERENCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>New England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**East**

- **St. Louis** 34, Detroit 28

**West**

- **Miami** 10 - 1 0 .500
- **Denver** 2 - 2 0 .000
- **San Francisco** 3 - 1 0 .500
- **New England** 2 - 1 0 .400

---

**National Conference**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**East**

- **Atlanta** 1 - 1 0 .500
- **Chicago** 0 - 0 0 .000
- **San Francisco** 0 - 0 0 .000

**West**

- **Dallas** 1 - 0 1 .000
- **Philadelphia** 0 - 1 0 .000
- **St. Louis** 0 - 0 0 .000

---

**Weekend College Scores**

- Rutgers 29, Holy Cross 0
- San Diego 20, Georgia Tech 4
- Cincinnati 21, Tennessee 14
- Virginia Tech 30, Arkansas 0
- Southern Illinois 17, Southeast Missouri State 11

---

**Classifieds**

**Notices**

- **Morgantown Loan Fund** Student loans $200 to $2000. 1 percent interest charged. Beg. Mono. Oct. 29, 1979. 11:30 A.M.
- **Host Book Shop Open Wed., Sat., Sun.- Thr 2:00 to 9:00 P.M. 1800 Business Bo. Hotel, 923-9386.

**Soccer**

- **Clu-Mike Whitting (Dave Eakin), 510 1st. 313-313-3031.

**Football**

- **At the Airport**
  - Pittsburgh 6, New York 5

**Notices**

**Volunteers Needed to Tutor**

- Volunteers needed to help Spanish to grade school students. Call Parkinson Center.

**Volunteers Needed**

- To support and assist the annual Rose Bowl run sponsored by the St. Joseph County American Diabetes Association. Ask others to bring on October 7 to Student Center. Contact Volunteer Services for more information. **Volunteers Needed**

**ALL Sophomores**

- Anyone interested in helping with the Sophomore newsletter call Beth Prine. Phone, 317-222-2541. All class officers will be contacted for both the campus and the overall newsletter. We need a team!

---

**Lost & Found**

- **Lost: 2 shoulder bags (Gray, Camel, Capri) in the lobby of the bookstore. Reward: $10.**
- **Lost: One yellow and green shopping bag—Reward: $15.**
- **Lost: King topper while on mudroom porch—Reward: $20.**
- **Lost: Small necklace is shape of a tennis racket with pearl—Call Cindy 927-4229.**

---

**For Rent**

- **Newly decorated house, close to Notre Dame, 4 rooms, 1 bathroom. 2 North Ave. Call at Haig Field and Golf 232-0332 or 277-0964.**

---

**Baseball**

**National League**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **St. Louis** 65, Milwaukee 57
- **Milwaukee** 65, Chicago 57
- **Chicago** 57, Cincinnati 57
- **Cincinnati** 57, Houston 52
- **Los Angeles** 52, San Francisco 51

---

**Saturday’s Results**

- **Baltimore** 5, New York 4

---

**Sunday’s Results**

- **New York** 6, **New York** 6
- **Texas** 6, **Minnesota** 2
- **Seattle** 6, **Chicago** 0
- **Cincinnati** 0, **Kansas City** 0

---

**Monday’s games**

- **Baltimore** (0, Martinson 14-12) at Boston (0, Rice 14-12)
- **Montreal** (Soto 13-13) and Erickson 1-0 at Cleveland (0, Shaw 13-10) and (0, Hildebrand 13-10, k)

---

**Notes**

- **Montreal**
  - Cincinnati 81 63 .563
  - Houston 81 62 .566
  - San Francisco 63 81 .438 18%
  - Los Angeles 68 75 .476 13

---

**Notices**

- **Morgantown Loan Fund** Student loans $200 to $2000. 1 percent interest charged. Beg. Mono. Oct. 29, 1979. 11:30 A.M.
- **Host Book Shop Open Wed., Sat., Sun.- Thr 2:00 to 9:00 P.M. 1800 Business Bo. Hotel, 923-9386.

---

**Soccer**

- **Clu-Mike Whitting (Dave Eakin), 510 1st. 313-313-3031.**

---

**Football**

- **At the Airport**
  - Pittsburgh 6, New York 5

---

**Notices**

- **Volunteers Needed to Tutor**
  - Volunteers needed to help Spanish to grade school students.

---

**Volunteers Needed**

- To support and assist the annual Rose Bowl run sponsored by the St. Joseph County American Diabetes Association. Ask others to bring on October 7 to Student Center. Contact Volunteer Services for more information. **Volunteers Needed**

---

**ALL Sophomores**

- Anyone interested in helping with the Sophomore newsletter call Beth Prine. Phone, 317-222-2541. All class officers will be contacted for both the campus and the overall newsletter. We need a team!

---

**Lost & Found**

- **Lost: 2 shoulder bags (Gray, Camel, Capri) in the lobby of the bookstore. Reward: $10.**
- **Lost: One yellow and green shopping bag—Reward: $15.**
- **Lost: King topper while on mudroom porch—Reward: $20.**
- **Lost: Small necklace is shape of a tennis racket with pearl—Call Cindy 927-4229.**

---

**For Rent**

- **Newly decorated house, close to Notre Dame, 4 rooms, 1 bathroom. 2 North Ave. Call at Haig Field and Golf 232-0332 or 277-0964.**

---

**Classifieds**

**Notices**

- **Morgantown Loan Fund** Student loans $200 to $2000. 1 percent interest charged. Beg. Mono. Oct. 29, 1979. 11:30 A.M.
- **Host Book Shop Open Wed., Sat., Sun.- Thr 2:00 to 9:00 P.M. 1800 Business Bo. Hotel, 923-9386.

---

**Soccer**

- **Clu-Mike Whitting (Dave Eakin), 510 1st. 313-313-3031.**

---

**Football**

- **At the Airport**
  - Pittsburgh 6, New York 5

---

**Notices**

- **Volunteers Needed to Tutor**
  - Volunteers needed to help Spanish to grade school students.

---

**Volunteers Needed**

- To support and assist the annual Rose Bowl run sponsored by the St. Joseph County American Diabetes Association. Ask others to bring on October 7 to Student Center. Contact Volunteer Services for more information. **Volunteers Needed**

---

**ALL Sophomores**

- Anyone interested in helping with the Sophomore newsletter call Beth Prine. Phone, 317-222-2541. All class officers will be contacted for both the campus and the overall newsletter. We need a team!

---

**Lost & Found**

- **Lost: 2 shoulder bags (Gray, Camel, Capri) in the lobby of the bookstore. Reward: $10.**
- **Lost: One yellow and green shopping bag—Reward: $15.**
- **Lost: King topper while on mudroom porch—Reward: $20.**
- **Lost: Small necklace is shape of a tennis racket with pearl—Call Cindy 927-4229.**

---

**For Rent**

- **Newly decorated house, close to Notre Dame, 4 rooms, 1 bathroom. 2 North Ave. Call at Haig Field and Golf 232-0332 or 277-0964.**
Hotvedt makes great strides as women's athletics grow

by Beth Huffman
Women's Sports Editor
Astrid Hotvedt. The name means little to many, but to the women athletes on campus, she means a great deal. As the University's only female athletics director, Hotvedt is expanding and improving athletic programs.

Under Hotvedt's leadership from 1976, four sports became the Notre Dame women's first two varsity teams: tennis, baseball, women's basketball, and women's swimming in 1977, and field hockey, coached by Hotvedt. Presently, these four sports are the only women's teams at varsity level.

When Hotvedt came to Notre Dame, the athletic department was small in scope, but it has since settled into its seats. Working with Dr. Thomas Kelly of the non-varsity sports department, Hotvedt has worked to improve the intramural programs for women. Notable improvement in the women's attitude toward athletics can also be seen in the active participation by so many women in the last year's bookstore basketball.

The Irish women presently compete in Division III of the NCAA. Division III offers scholarships based on athletic ability.

Hotvedt discussed the future of women's athletics, with a unique idea, "My vision for the future organization of all the sports will be one head coach, assisted by a number of assistants. The men and women will be one team comprised of a men's squad a women's squad. There will be one head coach, assisted by a strengthened graduate assistant. Women's programs have two competitors on the men's swimming squad - a swimmer and a diver - but these women must also compete against men.

Hotvedt has hopes that volleyball, which is now a club sport and has petitioned for varsity status, will soon become the fifth varsity sport. Displaying Hotvedt's hopes is the recent tainting of the volleyball club's petition. Hotvedt also foresees the promotion of a central fund drive to help the women's swimming team to the varsity level.

Along with her field hockey coaching, initiating and supervising the intramural program and helping men here to accept women as capable in certain areas."

Just for bucks

For openers

Bearcats stymie Irish

by Gary Grazzini
In a game of inches, the team that comes out on top is usually the one that makes the breaks.

Thursday afternoon, Cinncinnati University's Bearcats got the breaks they needed to edge Notre Dame 1-0 in the Big East's first soccer season opener.

Indeed, the game came at the 3:06 mark of the first half, before most of the 400 plus fans at Carter Field had settled into their seats. The scoring play began when Bearcat forward Dave Eslick chipped a shot down the right side of the field to teammate Mike Whitney. Irish fullback Tom Costello and Whitney raced for the ball until they collided about thirteen yards in front of Notre Dame's goalkeeper Brian Cullather. Whitney was the one that got it past Cullather in the jump and his subsequent shot beat the helpless Cullather easily.

From that moment on, however, Notre Dame didn't dominate all phases of the game. The Irish failed to make the breaks. Thursday afternoon, compared to only nine for the Bearcats. Notre Dame had only seven out of Cincinnati's side of the midfield.

Irish coach Rich Hunter could only say, "We didn't get the breaks. We can't win if you don't score. I think our team needs to get a goal early so they have some confidence."

I'm very disappointed for the kids, though, because they thought we were going to win, but we didn't win. I just don't want our players finding fault and not realize how well they played.

In the first half, the Irish attack was led by senior halfback Dave Eslick, goals and assists. Ed O'Malley and Sami Kahale. McCarrie had the best opportunity of the half at the 23-minute mark when Jones was cut out of his net, but the Irish was deflected and Cincinnati cleared the ball.

As the game wore on, body contact began to play an important role. In spite of the fact that his players received five yellow cards and a team warning, Cincinnati coach Jim McDoowell of Notre Dame's physical play. I think Notre Dame might have moved the football and soccer team up," McDoowell said. "They were rough on us. Notre Dame had some fierce, strong, tenacious play, a little too much contact, too, because of players playing for high school that were by-product of the atmosphere.

Hunter, however, thought differently. "When two aggressive programs play," he said, "you get body contact.

The most serious result of all the hiring was when Irish forward Ed O'Malley suffered a
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Craig Chval

For openers

Bearcats stymie Irish

In a game of inches, the team that comes out on top is usually the one that makes the breaks.

Thursday afternoon, Cinncinnati University's Bearcats got the breaks they needed to edge Notre Dame 1-0 in the Big East's first soccer season opener.

Indeed, the game came at the 3:06 mark of the first half, before most of the 400 plus fans at Carter Field had settled into their seats. The scoring play began when Bearcat forward Dave Eslick chipped a shot down the right side of the field to teammate Mike Whitney. Irish fullback Tom Costello and Whitney raced for the ball until they collided about thirteen yards in front of Notre Dame's goalkeeper Brian Cullather. Whitney was the one that got it past Cullather in the jump and his subsequent shot beat the helpless Cullather easily.

From that moment on, however, Notre Dame didn't dominate all phases of the game. The Irish failed to make the breaks. Thursday afternoon, compared to only nine for the Bearcats. Notre Dame had only seven out of Cincinnati's side of the midfield.

Irish coach Rich Hunter could only say, "We didn't get the breaks. We can't win if you don't score. I think our team needs to get a goal early so they have some confidence."

I'm very disappointed for the kids, though, because they thought we were going to win, but we didn't win. I just don't want our players finding fault and not realize how well they played.

In the first half, the Irish attack was led by senior halfback Dave Eslick, goals and assists. Ed O'Malley and Sami Kahale. McCarrie had the best opportunity of the half at the 23-minute mark when Jones was cut out of his net, but the Irish was deflected and Cincinnati cleared the ball.

As the game wore on, body contact began to play an important role. In spite of the fact that his players received five yellow cards and a team warning, Cincinnati coach Jim McDoowell of Notre Dame's physical play. I think Notre Dame might have moved the football and soccer team up," McDoowell said. "They were rough on us. Notre Dame had some fierce, strong, tenacious play, a little too much contact, too, because of players playing for high school that were by-product of the atmosphere.

Hunter, however, thought differently. "When two aggressive programs play," he said, "you get body contact.

The most serious result of all the hiring was when Irish forward Ed O'Malley suffered a